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Abstract—Inter-operator spectrum sharing with guaranteed
operator fairness is a challenging issue due to the differentiated
service requirements and operator priorities. In this paper, we
introduce an incentive mechanism to promote spectrum sharing
and propose a fair spectrum allocation algorithm by considering
the demand and response from different operators. Specifically,
we design a new fairness factor based on operator spectrum
demand and utility which can affect the spectrum pricing to
change spectrum allocation schemes. The spectrum allocation
problem is formulated as a two-stage Stackelberg game and
the proposed algorithm solves the problem by finding the Nash
equilibrium of each sub-game according to convex optimization
theory. Simulation results show that under maximum fairness
coefficient, the proposed algorithm can improve operator satis-
faction by 30% on average.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of fifth-generation (5G) and the

proliferation of Internet of Things (IoT), emerging wireless ap-

plications such as virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR),

and autonomous driving have been growing dramatically.

To support such new applications, the demand for spectrum

resources have been increased explosively [1]. However, avail-

able spectrum resources for wireless networks are limited. Al-

though higher frequency spectrum can be exploited to support

enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) services, the transmitted

signals suffer severe path loss and blockage problems. As a

promising counterpart, low frequency communication at sub-

6GHz bands can achieve larger coverage with better channel

propagation property. Even though the sub-6GHz frequency

bands are mostly occupied, spectrum resource utilization can

be greatly improved (with only 15%-85% of spectrum bands

being in use) [2]. Dynamic spectrum sharing is an effective

way to facilitate better spectrum utilization.

As a typical way of dynamic spectrum access, cognitive

radio has been widely adopted [4]-[10], where unlicensed users

can explore the utilization of licensed spectrum when it is

not occupied, for improving the spectrum efficiency [3]. The

allocation of discrete channels on frequency and time between

mobile operators and subscribes is discussed in [4]. The au-

thors in [5] discuss collaborative sensing, dynamic and radio-

aware resource allocation, and advanced cooperative com-

munication techniques as well as their advantages. Dynamic

spectrum management from the perspective of regulation and

6G scenarios is studied in [6] and [7]. In [8], a non-cooperative

game model is proposed for the subsidy-based spectrum

sharing (SBSS), in which government provides subsidies to

motivate spectrum providers to share spectrum resources,

and implements corresponding rewards and penalties through

‘sharing certificate’ records. The spectrum allocation problem

under spectrum uncertainty is considered in [9], where the

authors set different discount indicators for unlicensed users

for reducing communication collision probability. In [10], a

double auction mechanism is proposed in which a pre-set

winner determination algorithm is executed to prevent the

dishonest behavior of licensed providers to ensure the fairness

of bidding.

Some research works consider maintaining the fairness in

terms of achievable data throughput [11]-[13]. A dual bar-

gaining game model is proposed in [11] to allocate spectrum

resources of TV white space (TVWS) for IoT devices. Consid-

ering the fairness problem among application services, com-

pensation factors for different data service types are set based

on the ex-ante condition and a spectrum allocation scheme

is proposed where two rounds of games are successively

played among different service types. In [12], the authors pro-

pose a proportional fair allocation algorithm that dynamically

calculates user data rate according to priorities. Those with

higher priorities are allocated more spectrum, which achieves

long-term fairness among data services. In [13], a demand-

oriented dynamic spectrum allocation algorithm is developed

to ultimately improve user satisfaction.

However, the interaction and relation between licensed and

unlicensed users needs to be further considered in designing

spectrum allocation schemes, where the incentive to motivate

the spectrum sharing from licensed users can be properly

modeled. Recently, the application of blockchain in spectrum

allocation has been under dicussion. Blockchain technol-

ogy ensures the security and privacy of spectrum allocation

transactions. For example, in [14] and [15], the application

of blockchain technology in dynamic spectrum sharing are

investigated. A spectrum blockchain system is presented in

[15], where licensed and unlicensed users record spectrum

transactions through the chain for spectrum allocation. In [16],

the authors propose a trust-based spectrum allocation scheme

Block6Tel, which did not require central authorization and

anonymous features. There are few researches that study both

authorized user enthusiasm and unauthorized user fairness in

spectrum allocation schemes. Thus, we combine the incentive
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mechanism with appropriate fairness factor to achieve fair

spectrum allocation.

In this paper, we propose a spectrum trading strategy based

on price incentives and introduce a novel fairness factor to

adjust the allocation of spectrum resources for promoting

spectrum sharing and improving the satisfaction of users. We

focus on the fairness of spectrum allocation among users

where the proposed fairness factor is demand-oriented and

is dynamically adjusted by changing the fairness coefficient.

We formulate the spectrum allocation problem as a two-stage

Stackelberg game, and the optimal solution is obtained by

searching for the Nash equilibrium of each sub-game. The

contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:

• We propose a new spectrum allocation model with op-

erator fairness, where incumbent shares its vacant spec-

trum with multiple micro-operators which further rent

spectrum to gain additional benefits, and multiple micro-

operators rent spectrum to realize their own business.

A new fairness factor is designed based on the product

sum of spectrum demand and utility to achieve operator

fairness.

• We establish a game formulation for obtaining the op-

timal spectrum allocation outcome, and use backward

induction and Karush-Kuhn-Tucher (KKT) conditions

to derive the optimal spectrum pricing and allocation

strategy.

• Compared with existing algorithms, it is observed that the

proposed algorithm can achieve high operator satisfaction

and improve the fairness by 30% on average.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II presents the system model and Stackelberg game formula-

tion. Section III analyzes the designed game framework under

consideration and gives the allocation algorithm. Section IV

provides the simulation results and Section V concludes this

paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a dynamic spectrum sharing scenario with

some existing incumbents and multiple micro-operators in

a certain geographical area1, where the incumbents such as

Radar and fixed satellites systems may not be active and thus

can temporarily rent their licensed spectrum to the operators.

The dynamic spectrum sharing not only supports more smart

applications with such unused spectrum by increasing the

spectrum usage ratio, but also can provide more revenues to

spectrum owners. Without loss of generality, we use spectrum

owner to denote the incumbents with extra spectrum resources

and use spectrum requestor to denote the micro-operators.

In addition, we assume that the vacant spectrum allocation

between the spectrum owner and the requestors are conducted

periodically with a fixed period T . Similar to the assumptions

in CBRS, the period T is much larger than the channel

1This scenario is similar to the Citizen Broadband Radio System (CBRS) in
US, but we do not strictly restrict the number of micro-operators, i.e., Priority
Access Licenses in CBRS.

coherent time, and we only consider a certain period in the

subsequent analysis for the ease of notation.

During each allocation period, the spectrum owner O will

first broadcast the available spectrum bands and corresponding

unit price for renting, and each spectrum requestor responds

to the owner by providing its intended spectrum demand

according to their own service requirements and lease costs.

Denote the set of spectrum requestor R as N = {1, 2, ..., N},
and pi and bi represent the unit spectrum price and the amount

of requesting bandwidth the ith requestor. Considering the

selfishness of the owner and requestors, both of them want

to maximize their own revenue by adaptively adjusting the

spectrum price and demanding amount. Thus, game theory

model is adopted to solve the optimal pricing and resource

allocation problem. Moreover, to improve the satisfaction of

the requestors, a fairness factor is considered in the utility

function of the spectrum owner.

A. Utility Function of Spectrum Requestors

In general, the utility of the ith spectrum requestors Ri

consists of the income by providing wireless services and the

cost of renting spectrum resource from the provider. The utility

Ri is proportional to the data transmission capacity that is

affected by the purchased bandwidth. The relationship between

the revenue and the purchased bandwidth can be modeled in

a logarithmic form, which is given as follows:

Ui(bi, pi) = gi log2(1 +
bi
di
)− bipi, (1)

where di is the expected spectrum demand and gi is a positive

coefficient.

B. Utility Function of the Spectrum Owner

We assume that the total available spectrum bandwidth

of the spectrum owner is Q. As a rational individual, the

spectrum owner will unconsciously formulate a pricing strat-

egy to maximize its own revenue. This strategy may lead to

unbalanced resource allocation. To balance the request and

response among different operators, we introduce a fairness

factor F in the utility function of the spectrum owner, which

is given by:

Up(p,b) = (1− α)pTb+ αF, (2)

where p = [p1, p2, · · · , pN ]T , b = [b1, b2, · · · , bN ]T are

the price and resource allocation vector, and α is a constant

fairness weight. The fairness factor F should be related to the

supply-demand ratio of the requestors. We define the fairness

factor as:

F (b) =

N∑
i=1

di log2(1 +
bi
di
). (3)

The spectrum sharing between the owner and requesters

can be briefly described as two stages. In the first stage,

the spectrum owner with total bandwidth Q formulates the

spectrum pricing strategy by predicting requestors’ reaction to

the price, so as to maximize its own revenue. In the second

stage, each requestor determines their own spectrum demand
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considering the price announced by the spectrum owner to

obtain maximum profit.

Game theory is applicable to the analysis of such decision-

making process, in which the owner and requestors selfishly

pursue their own maximum interests under the constraints. We

formulate the interaction as a Stackelberg game, where the

spectrum owner and requestors are regarded as the leader and

followers, respectively. The two problems can be modeled as

follows:

Problem 1. Leader’s pricing subproblem

max
p

UO(p,b)

s.t.
N∑
i=1

bi ≤ Q,

pi ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ N .

(4)

Problem 2. Follower’s purchasing subproblem

max
bi

Ui(bi, pi)

s.t. bi ≥ 0.
(5)

Moreover, we need to find a Stackelberg equilibrium (SE)

point in the spectrum trading strategy, where any participant

cannot obtain a higher benefit by unilaterally changing its own

strategy. The SE point is defined in the follow definition.

Definition 1. For all the spectrum requestors and spectrum
owner in proposed Stackelberg game, the optimal pricing
and bandwidth allocation is the Nash equilibrium point, if
it satisifes the following conditions [8]:

UO(p
∗,b∗) ≥ UO(p,b

∗),
Ui(b

∗
i , p

∗
i ) ≥ Ui(bi, p

∗
i ), ∀i ∈ N .

(6)

III. OPTIMAL SPECTRUM ALLOCATION STRATEGY

A. Profit maximization problem of spectrum requestors

In the second stage, each requestor determines its leased

bandwidth bi with given unit bandwidth price pi to maximize

its profit. Thus, we first prove the uniqueness and existence

of the equilibrium point for solving the subproblem, and the

optimal purchased bandwidth is given by:

bi =

{ gi
pi ln 2 − di, pi ≤ gi

di ln 2 ,

0, else.
(7)

Theorem 1. A Nash equilibrium exsits in the requestors’
purchasing subproblem.

Proof. The first and second derivatives of the objective func-

tion in (5) can be obtained in the following form:

∂Ui

∂bi
=

gi
(di + bi) ln 2

− pi, (8)

∂2Ui

∂b2i
= − gi

(di + bi)2 ln 2
. (9)

Since ∂2Ui/∂b
2
i ≤ 0, Ui is concave. For a concave opti-

mization problem, the optimal solution must exsit and satisfy

the KKT conditions. Through solving the KKT conditions

∂Ui/∂bi = 0, the Nash equilibrium for SUi can be written

as

b∗i =
gi

pi ln 2
− di. (10)

Since bi is nonnegative, the optimal solution for problem 2

can be obtained in (7). This completes the proof. �
From (8), it can be seen that requestors with larger gi is

easier to accept high prices for the same leased bandwidth.

When the given price exceeds a certain value, the requestor

will not participate in the spectrum transaction.

B. Profit maximization problem of spectrum owner
In the first stage, the spetrum owner maximizes its profit

according to the reaction of requestors. We can rewrite the

objective function of the spectrum owner in (4) as

max
p

(1− α)pTb∗ + α
N∑
i=1

di log2

(
1 +

b∗i
di

)

s.t.
N∑
i=1

b∗i ≤ Q,

pi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ N .

(11)

Because the number of idle spectrum band are limited, not

all requirements of requestors can be satisfied. The spectrum

owner needs to set diffferent price for different requesters to

dynamically balance the demand and allocation. Some leased

bandwidth b∗i are zero if the given pricing do not meet the

condition in (10).
To distinguish the requestors with nonzero and zero leased

bandwidth, we divide them into two complementary subsets,

namely M = {1, 2, ...,M} and M+. Thus, the objective

function of the spectrum owner can be simplified as follows:

max
p

M∑
j=1

[
(1− α)

( gj
ln 2

− pjdj

)
+ αdj log2

(
gj

pjdj ln 2

)]

s.t.
M∑
j=1

gj
pj ln 2

≤ Q+
M∑
j=1

dj ,

pj ≥ 0, ∀j ∈M.
(12)

Theorem 2. For proposed Stackelberg game, there exsits a
Nash equilibrium p∗ in the pricing subproblem.

The proof of the existence of Nash equilibrium of the

spectrum owner’s problem is similar to that in Theorem 1.

To solve this maximization problem, we introduce the dual

variables associated with the bandwidth price and amount of

total available spectrum constraints to form the lagrangian

form of (11):

L(p, β, η) =
M∑
j=1

[(1− α)pjdj + αdj log2 pj ]

−
M∑
j=1

βjpj − η

⎛
⎝Q−

M∑
j=1

gj
pj ln 2

+
M∑
j=1

dj

⎞
⎠ ,

(13)
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where βj and η are nonnegative constants. By solving the

first order conditions ∂L(p, β, η)/∂pj = 0 for any j ∈M, the

optimal solution can be obtained.

Proposition 1. The optimal solution to the spectrum owner’s
profit maximization problem is given by

pj = − α

2(1− α) ln 2
+

√(
α

2(1− α) ln 2

)2

+
gjη

(1− α)dj ln 2
(14)

Proof: The optimal solution needs to satisfy the following

KKT conditions:

∂L
∂pj

= (1−α)dj+α
dj

pi ln 2
−βj− ηgj

p2j ln 2
= 0, ∀j ∈M, (15)

η

⎛
⎝Q−

M∑
j=1

gj
pj ln 2

+
M∑
j=1

dj

⎞
⎠ = 0, (16)

βjpj = 0, (17)

β ≥ 0, η ≥ 0, pj ≥ 0, (18)

Q−
M∑
j=1

gj
pj ln 2

+
M∑
j=1

dj ≥ 0. (19)

From (17) and (18), it can be deduced that βj = 0. This

is because if βj �= 0, then pj = 0, and the inequanlity in

(19) does not hold any more. Accroding to (16), it has Q −∑M
j=1

gj
pj ln 2 −

∑M
j=1 dj = 0. Otherwise, the η is zero, which

result in pj = 0. For sloving the expresion of η, by substituting

(14) into the equation, we can obtain

Q =
M∑
j=1

⎛
⎝ gj

(−Aα +
√
A2

α +
gjη

(1−α)dj ln 2 ) ln 2
+ dj

⎞
⎠ ,

�R(b,g, η,M),

(20)

where Aα = α/(2(1 − α)). It is difficult to find the direct

expression of η. Analyzing its characteristics, it can be seen

that R is a monotonic decrement function of η. Therefore,

given the subset M, we can solve it numerically.

Before finding the optimal solution for problem 2, we

need to select requestors who can be allocated spectrum

from the owner as M. Firstly, assuming that the total free

bandwidth is large enough, i.e., all requestors can obtain the

expected spectrum bandwidth at a given unit price. In this

case, M = N , and P2 becomes the solution to the spectrum

optimal pricing problem for each known R. However, the

total idle bandwidth Q is limited. Due to competition among

requestors and self-interest of the owner, some requestors

cannot accept the spectrum pricing from the owner, giving up

to lease spectrum and being removed the queue to be allocated.

Under the circumstances, the optimal pricing strategy p and

η will also change, all requestors allocated spectrum meet the

following relationship,

(
gj
dj

)min >
η(N−M) ln 2− α

1− α
. (21)

Here, η(N−M) is the final auxiliary variable for problem 2

to reach the optimal solution. Until the optimal solution is

obtained, η has undergone N-M iterations, leaving M Rs

participating in the spectrum transaction.

Algorithm 1 Spectrum allocation algorithm with fairness

Input: N , b, g, Q, α;

Output: p∗, b∗;
1: Initializatio, let M = N , eN = {1, ..., 1}T
2: Sort all requestors in descending order of gi

di

3: i=0

4: while M > 0 do
5: Compute η(i) with (20)

6: if gM
dM

> η(i) ln 2−α
1−α then

7: Break;

8: end if
9: eM = 0; M = M − 1; i = i+ 1

10: end while
11: for j = 1; j ≤ N ; j ++ do
12: if j > M then
13: pj = 0;bj = 0;

14: else
15: Compute pj with (14);

16: Compute bj with (9)

17: end if
18: end for
19: return p∗, b∗

In the proposed Stackelberg game, the spectrum owner

predicts the amount of bandwidth spectrum requestors will

purchase at the given corresponding price accroding to spec-

trum requestors’ revenue coefficient and bandwidth demand

under the condition of asymmetric information to select the

trading users, and formulates a pricing strategy for its maxi-

mum revenue. Then spectrum requestors consider the benefit

maximization to make purchases, which is predicted by the

spectrum owner. The convergence of optimal problem (12)

is related to the number of iterations to solve the auxiliary

variable η. We use a simple dichotomy to find η(N−M) that

satisfies equation (20), where it is necessary to determine

the solution interval before solving. Q is a monotonically

decreasing function of η. If η = 0, the value on the right side of

equation (20) approaches infinity. And if only one Rk success-

fully trades, η = αdk/(Q−dk)+gkdk(1−α)/(ln 2(Q−dk)
2).

So it is obvious that the auxiliary variable must have a solution

within the interval [0,maxk∈M{αdk/(Q − dk) + gkdk(1 −
α)/(ln 2(Q− dk)

2)}] and converge at η(N−M).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTSAND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the pro-

posed algorithm in improving the allocation fairness and total

utility through simulations. The simulation scenario involves

a spectrum owner and three spectrum requestors i.e., N=3.

We compare the evaluation results of the proposed allocation

algorithm and exsiting algorithm in [15]. We first assume that

the positive coefficients of all spectrum requestors are unit and
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identical, and the spectrum demand are (d1, d2, d3) = (1, 2, 4),
respectively.

(a) The average satisfaction v.s. the total bandwidth

(b) The total system revenue v.s. the total bandwidth

Fig. 1. Comparisons of the average satisfaction and total system revenue
between different fairness coefficient and exsiting method.

Figure 1 shows the average satisfaction and total system

revenue versus the amount of total bandwidth. In Fig. 1(a), it

can be seen that the average satisfaction of spectrum requestors

under the proposed scheme is higher than that with the existing

algorithm. The average satisfaction increases with fairness

coefficient. When the fairness coefficient is equal to 1, it

reaches the maximum satisfaction level which is on average

30% higher than that of the existing algorithm. But from Fig.

1(b), we find that increasing the fairness coefficient results

in a decrease in the total revenue. Therefore, it is important

to select an appropriate fairness coefficient considering the

impact of both fairness allocation and income.
Figure 2 shows the spectrum allocation scheme of the

requestors and the spectrum pricing strategy of the owner,

where the dotted and solid curves represent sufficient and

insufficient spectrum resources i.e., Qsuf = 10MHz, and

Qtig = 3MHz, respectively. From Fig. 2(a), we can observe

that when the fairness coefficient is small and the spectrum

resources are tight, spectrum requestors with less spectrum

demand are allocated with more bandwidth, and if spectrum

resources is sufficient, the spectrum requestors with larger

(a) The amount of bandwidth allocation for Rs v.s.fairness coeffi-
cient

(b) The bandwidth unit prive for Rs v.s.fairness coefficient

Fig. 2. Plots of variation with α for the different spectrum demand with same
revenue coefficient

spectrum demand will get more bandwidth. When the fair-

ness coefficient is one, we can see that the allocation ratio

approaches to the demand ratio of the requestors regardless of

the amount of avaliable spectrum resources.

In order to evaluate the impacts of revenue coefficients

on the spectrum allocation scheme, we assume that spectrum

demands of all requestors are equal with a unit value of 1,

and the revenue coefficients are (g1, g2, g3) = (4, 2, 1), and

the ratio of gi/di remains the same as that in Fig. 2. From

Fig. 3, it is shown that the spectrum requestors with larger

revenue coefficient is allocated with more bandwidth. This

is because the requestors with higher revenue coefficient can

accept higher expenditure cost to purchase more spectrum.

As the fairness coefficient increases, the amount of spectrum

allocated to each spectrum requestor tends to be the same.

From the utility function of spectrum requestors, it can be

seen that the amount of bandwidth to purchase is affected by

the unit price. When the fairness coefficient is one, spectrum

requestors divide the total bandwidth equally. The spectrum

owner will allocate more spectrum resources due to higher bids

from requestors with large revenue coefficients. With reference

to Fig. 3(b), the changes in Fig. 3(a) can be reasonably
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(a) The amount of bandwidth allocation for Rs v.s.fairness coeffi-
cient

(b) The bandwidth unit prive for Rs v.s.fairness coefficient

Fig. 3. Plots of variation with α for the same different spectrum with different
revenue coefficient

explained: the increase of α weakens the influence of gi and

focus on spectrum demand. Therefore, to make the spectrum

allocation scheme more compliant with the spectrum demand,

the allocation algorithm will dynamically adjust the unit price

of each spectrum requestor, such as the third requestor in Fig.

3, whose unit price increases resluting in a decrease in the

amout of bandwidth.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied the spectrum allocation

problem with fairness guarantee based on a pricing incen-

tive mechanism. To improve fair spectrum allocation among

operators, we define a novel fairness factor based on their

spectrum demand and utility which can affect spectrum pricing

to achieve fair allocation. By formulating the spectrum alloca-

tion as a two-stage Stackelberg game, our proposed demand-

oriented spectrum allocation algorithm can divide the problem

into two sub-game problems and find the Nash equilibrium

of each sub-problem by using convex function properties, to

gain the optimal allocation scheme. In addition, the algorithm

can meet different fairness requirements by adjusting the

fairness factor coefficient. The simulation results show that

under maximum fairness coefficient, the proposed algorithm

can improve the spectrum requestors satisfaction by 30% on

average.
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